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Stay a Safe Distance from Internet Threats
Enjoy safer online browsing and offline activities with a detection technology trusted by millions of users around the world. It eliminates
all types of threats, including viruses, rootkits, worms, spyware and phishing attacks. Your passwords and banking details stay secure
with Anti-Phising. In addition, ESET NOD32 Antivirus keeps you a safe distance even from threats that evade detection - our Exploit
Blocker technology detects and stops such attacks.

Secure your digital life and enjoy safer
technology protected by ESET® NOD32®
Antivirus. Building on the legendary
ESET NOD32, you can take advantage
of our unique technology that fights off
malware that purposely evades detection.
Whether it’s social networking, browsing
the Internet or just playing, ESET NOD32
Antivirus has your security covered.

Antivirus and Antispyware

Provides proactive protection against all types of online and offline threats and prevents malware
spreading to other users

Anti-Phishing

Protects your privacy and assets against attempts by fake websites to acquire sensitive information such
as usernames, passwords or banking details.

Exploit Blocker

Blocks attacks specifically designed to evade antivirus detection
Eliminates lockscreens and ransomware
Protects from attacks on web browsers, PDF readers and other applications

Advanced Memory Scanner

Enables improved detection of persistent malware that employs multiple layers of encryption to
conceal its activity

Cloud-powered Scanning

Speeds up scans by whitelisting safe files based on file reputation database

Scan while
Downloading Files

Decreases scanning time by scanning specific file types − such as archives or iPhone updates − during
the download process

Idle-state Scanning

Aids system performance by performing in-depth scan when the computer is not in use
Helps detect potential inactive threats before they can cause damage

Device Control

Allows to prevent unauthorized copying of your private data to external device
Allows you to block storage media - CDs, DVDs, USB sticks, and disk storage devices
Lets you block devices connecting via Bluetooth, FireWire and serial/parallel ports

Host-based Intrusion
Prevention
System (HIPS)

Lets you customize the behavior of the system in greater detail
Gives you the option to specify rules for system registry, active processes and programs to fine-tune
your security posture

Enjoy the Full Power of Your Computer
Leaving more power to programs you use daily, the solution lets you play, work and browse the Internet without slowdowns. Stay
unplugged and online longer with battery-saving mode and enjoy gaming without distracting pop-ups.
Small System Footprint

Maintains high performance and extends the lifetime of hardware
Fits any type of system environment
Saves internet bandwidth with extremely small update packages

Gamer Mode

ESET NOD32 Antivirus automatically switches to silent mode if any program is run in full-screen mode
All pop-up windows, updates and other system-demanding activities are postponed to preserve system
resources for gaming or other full-screen activities (video, photo gallery, presentations)

Portable Computer Support

Postpones all non-actionable pop-up windows, updates and system-demanding activities to preserve
system resources so that you can focus on gaming or films

Install and Forget or Tweak Away
Delivering top protection right from the start with the default settings, ESET NOD32 Antivirus keeps you informed about potential
security issues and lets you address them directly from the main screen. Sleek user interface is designed to let you easily set up all routine
tasks. In addition, you can fine-tune your security profile with more than 150 detailed settings.
One-click Solution

Lets you view your protection status and access the most frequently used tools from all screens
Offers comprehensive, one-click solutions to potential issues

Settings for Advanced Users

Offers in-depth security settings to fit your needs
Allows you to define maximum scanning depth, scanning time, and size of the scanned files and archives
and much more

After-scan Actions

Lets you choose the action after an on-demand scan completes, saving you time
The available actions are: sleep, reboot or shutdown

ESET Social Media Scanner
Extend your security to Facebook and Twitter with this app. The app’s Security Center informs you which of your private information is
visible to public and provides direct links to tune-up your social media security profile.
On Facebook, it protects your timeline, messages and newsfeed and the timelines of your friends. On Twitter, it protects your profile
and posts from those you are following.
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